Part of the ringed horizon visible from Broadnymet, Devon.

The lure of the ringed
Bob Trubshaw
A cluster of place-names in Devon suggest the presence of a nowlost nemeton or Iron Age sacred grove. Standing on the high ground
near one of those places, Broadnymett, resulted in a one of those
sudden moments of insight. There were comparatively few trees
which meant that the whole of the horizon was visible. And it
comprised of rolling hills forming a ‘ring’ up to two miles distant.
Although not conspicuously higher, a look at the OS map revealed
that these hills rose up to between 160 and 180 metres, a little
higher than the 130 metre contour on which I was standing.
Interesting, perhaps. But why an insight? Because I could have
been within a few hundred yards of my home at the time and seen
a similar ringed horizon.
Home at that time was on the bank of the Neolithic henge at
Avebury in Wiltshire. The prehistoric banks of the henge prevent
the skyline from being seen. But stride up to, say, the top of Waden
Hill, which overlooks both the henge and Silbury Hill, and the
skyline is a slightly discontinuous ring. To the east the Ridgeway
running from Barbury Castle then along the distinctive shape of
Overton Hill, and beyond that the Marlborough Downs. Prominent
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Avebury – looking south from Waden Hill
over Silbury Hill to the Wansdyke.

Avebury – looking east to Overton Hill in middle distance and
Marlborough Downs beyond.
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Avebury – looking north to Windmill Hill.
to the south is the ridge above the steep scarp slope down to the
Vale of Pewsey – along this ridge runs the Anglo-Saxon defensive
earthwork known as the Wansdyke. Big chalk downs rise to the
south-east, between Beckhampton and Cherhill. While to the west
is the Neolithic causewayed camp on Windmill Hill and to the north
the hills above the Winterbourne valley, with the Anglo-Saxon
hundred moot site on Hackpen Hill nestled near the top of one of
those hills (at a place uniquely intervisible with both the centre of
Avebury henge and a crossroads on the Wansdyke used in medieval
times as a gallows site).
About four years later I was at Birdbrook on the Essex-Suffolk border
looking for the site of a ‘lost’ Harrowdon (see photograph on next
page). Lost in the sense that the place-name is known from old
documents but the location is unclear. Just outside the village is the
distinctive rounded shape of a don – the Anglo-Saxon names for hills
are quite specific about the shape. A road led up over the summit
– and, once again, the horizon formed a ring. And only from the
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Part of the skyline from the summit of Harrowdon, Birdbrook, Essex.
summit of this hill. Although I cannot prove it, this seems to be the
most likely location for the hearg don. And, as those who follow
my Ruminations might recall, a hearg or ‘harrow’ is the Anglo-Saxon
name for a place used as a shrine since the Iron Age and through
the Roman era. It might have been known as a nemeton to the
Romans.
Around the same time I was invited by the owners to shed light on
a Harrow Farm near Hardwicke in Gloucestershire. This is located
at a crossroads although, since the construction of the M5, one road
is now only a bridleway. Yet again on arriving near the farm the
horizon became visible in all directions, with an assortment of
distant hills – including the Malverns – forming the discontinuous
ring.
Not long after this I returned to north Leicestershire and resumed a
quest which had begun nearly thirty years previously to locate a lost
hearg between Wymeswold and Burton on the Wolds.
The
landscape is somewhat rolling but only one hill looks like a don –
though only a small one. In recent years a mobile phone mast has
been erected on the summit. Odds are, I thought, there will be
good views from there. Indeed, just a few hundred metres from the
road the horizon opens up with wide views across the Soar valley to
Charnwood Forest. Is this also a hearg don – plausible but
impossible to prove. Although there is not a complete ringed
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Possible harrow near Burton on the Wolds, Leicestershire, looking east
to Charnwood Forest.
horizon as the ground still rises up slightly to the east, this is the
location of Vernemeton/Vernemetum – the Great Sacred Grove – so
special pleading is allowed. At the centre of what might have been
the vernemeton used to be an OS trig point. So there would have
been wide views. This is impossible to verify now as the area was
planted as woodland in the mid-1980s.
To the south of Leicestershire is Bringhurst where the church sits on
a substantial circular mound. Was this church planted on a pre-

A glimpse of the ringed horizon around Bringhurst church,
Leicsestershire.
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Standing at the Moody
Bush Stone,
Queniborough,
Leicestershire, looking
west to Billsdon Coplow.

Christian site? Difficult to prove but seems reasonable. Between the
houses surrounding the church the distant hills can be glimpsed,
forming a ring in all directions. This is more remarkable than it
seems as stepping down from the mound means that some of these
vistas are blocked by intervening ground, and no such encircling
view is possible away from the village.
Similarly precise placement can be seen at the Moody Bush Stone
outside Queniborough in central Leicestershire. This standing stone
was the site of an Anglo-Saxon hundredal moot and medieval court
leet which continued into the eighteenth century. Although postEnclosure hedges block the view to the north, ‘High East
Leicestershire’ (with landmarks such as Billsdon Coplow) forms the
eastern horizon, while Charnwood Forest is across the Soar valley to
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Castlerigg, Cumbria – arguably the most dramatic ringed henge.
the south-west. The high ground associated with Vernemetum is to
the north-west.
This sites seem to be part of a countrywide pattern. Down in
Cornwall Men an Tol is ringed by a distant horizon. Up in Cumbria
Castlerigg is too – the horizon there is especially dramatic.
Rites in the ring
Why might henges, nemeta and harrows have ‘ringed horizons’?
Clearly they were places where ritual activities took place. Such
rites presumably included dramatic sunrises and such like – most
churches have impressive windows to the east, over the altar, even
though these days most services are held after the sun aligns with
the window. Rituals also refer to or even re-enact key myths which
may relate to constellations or planets which, of course, also rise in
the east.
The first person to publish extensively about ritual sites with
dramatic views was Vincent Scully who, back in 1962, wrote about
the double-peaked mountains visible behind a number of Classical
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Above: John Glover's 1982 sketches.
Next page: Helen Woodley's horizon mimicing.
Greek temples. More recently Christina Williamson has written
about the dramatic views associated with temples of a similar age at
Marmut Kale in western Turkey (Williamson 2014).
John Glover contributed two drawings to an issue of The Ley Hunter
in 1982 showing how stones at Castlerigg ‘mimic’ the shapes of the
encircling hills. Helen Woodley subsequently contributed first-hand
reports to TLH about horizon matching in Devon, Cornwall and
Lincolnshire (Woodley 1987, 1989, 1997).
The first academic who, so far as I am aware, wrote about the way
both the horizon and the constructed banks encircle henges such as
Avebury was Aaron Watson (Watson 2004); however his
observations and suggestions seem to have overlooked subsequently.
Lionel Sims (2015) has published detailed observations about how
the stones in the West Kennett Avenue skim the horizon.
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Kissing the sky
The horizon is liminal, the meeting place of land and sky, the place
where the sun, all the planets and non-circumpolar stars arise. It
only takes a moment to recognise that the horizon is a mythopoeic
place and ‘good to think’. But for most modern people this does
require conscious recognition. Those interested in the stars look
above the horizon at the clearer skies nearer the zenith.
Archaeologists look at the earth, not the sky.
Only
archaeoastronomers give the horizon some of the interest shown by
pre-modern cultures (e.g. Henty 2015). But they cannot re-imbue
the ‘crack of dawn’ with the richness of mythology intimated at in
traditional skylore myths.
I have long been intrigued by the way star maps appear on some
Saami shamanic frame drums. Presumably these acted as both
mnemonics for relevant astronomical lore and as a microcosm of the
universe. The ethnographer Bo Sommarström considers that these
drums were accurate enough to have functioned as astrolabes

Left: Siberian shaman's drum.
Above: Classical depiction of the zodiac.
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(Sommarström 1987), while acknowledging they were also used for
divination rituals involving small objects moving around the
horizontal drum skin while it was beaten. Similar drums are known
from the Skidi Plains Indians in America. Neoclassical literature
provides similar illustrations – though not drums – from European
culture, with zodiacs depicting the more-or-less familiar
constellations. A great many people still practice divination based
on constellations, albeit without astrolabes or drums – we call it
‘astrology’.
Kissed by the sun
The slightly elevated horizons associated with at least some henges,
nemeta and heargs have a profound effect on sunrises. The distant
hills delay the sunrise by a few minutes. But those few minutes
allow the sun to rise above the almost-inevitable distant cloud on
British horizons. I have watched the sun rise three times on the
same midwinter day while living in Avebury – first after driving to
the very elevated Neolithic long barrow known as Adam’s Grave,
aligned with midwinter sunrise. After walking back to my vehicle,
driving a few miles, parking up and walking to the summit of
Waden Hill I then saw the sun rise again, almost in line with the
West Kennett Avenue. Both these sunrises were unimpressive, with
the sun fighting through distant cloud. After walking back into the
henge I then stood near the southern entrance and waited for the
sun to appear over the skyline yet again. Pow! Now unhindered by
cloud, the quite-literally dazzling light was a purely theatrical
experience. And, turning around, long yet crisp shadows of the
megaliths and the people around stretched out into the south circle.
Phill Hatton has reported equally dramatic sunrises at Castlerigg
(pers. comm.).
Anyone planning to do a dramatic ritual at sunrise needs the sun to
delayed by a distant horizon or henge bank. As Aarons Watson’s
article argues, henges are places of performance and we can
reasonably assume that nemeta and heargs were equally stagemanaged for optimum theatricality. Certainly Greek temples, early
and medieval churches all were, although the elusive ringed
horizons were progressively reduced to a single easterly vista.
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Two views of the same midwinter sunrise at Avebury. Taken from
Waden Hill looking along West Kennett Avenue.
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The same midwinter sunrise at Avebury. Taken about ten minutes
later standing inside the south entrance of the henge.

Same time, same place – looking west.
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Update February 2022
After publication Northern Earth readers suggested several more sites:
Bleasdale timber circle (Lancashire)
Cairnholy (Dumfries and Galloway)
Cashtal yn Ard (Isle of Man)
a henge site near Horncastle (Lincolnshire)
Midgely Moor (West Yorkshire)
A further prehistoric site within a ringed horizon has been identified
to the south-west of Grantham.
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